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PREFACE

This report is the fourth of a series which at-
tempts to summarize existing knowledge about the
parameters which appear in the sonar equations.
These relationships, which find application in many
problems involving underwater sound, are stated for
reference in Part I of this series. As outlined in
Part 1. the objective of the summary is to provide a
condensation of some of the basic data in underwater
sound for use by practical sonar scientists. The
present report deals with the scattering of sound in
the ocean in its relation to the prediction of rever-
beration levels. Material which could not be included
in these confidential reports will appear in a Secret
Supplement to the series.

The complete series of reports is listed below:

Pant I - Introduction (July 1953)
Part El - Target Strength (December 1953)
Pa rt 1EI - Recognition Differential (December 1953)
Par, IV - Reverberation (February 1954)
Part V - Background Noise
Part VI - Source Level
Pant VII - Transmission Loss
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A SUMMARY OF UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC DATA

PART IV - REVERBERATION

IN TRODUCTION

L- underwater sound, "reverberation" means the sound scattered back toward the source
-: mhomogeneities of various kinds in the ocean. The most obvious inhomogeneities in the

ocean are its surface and its bottom, which scatter sound back toward the source in the form
of surface reverberation. The body of the ocean itself contains inhomogeneities of various
r.-rds, such as biological organisms (fish, plankton, diatoms, shrimp, etc.) and thermal and
,urlulenct microstructure. Such biological and physical scatterers in the volume of the ocean
ar, believed to be the cause of volume reverberation.

The importance of this back-scattered sound lies in the fact that it often forms the back-
round in which a desired echo must be detected. In submarine search, reverberation often

fnrms the limiting background interference when a high-power sonar set is used in shallow
water: in mine hunting, bottom reverberation usually tends to obscure the mine echo. When-
- er ai active sonar system is employed, it is necessary to consider whether reverberation
may mask the echo, and one must make some attempt at computing reverberation levels for
"::mplified situations in dealing with problems in equipment design and performance prediction.
it will be seen from what follows, however, that the computation of reverberation levels for
* f:ahstic cases occurring in the ocean is, in toe present state of knowledge, far from a simple

a•,: * e r.

Tht• treatment of reverberation from a practical standpoint will begin with a statement of
.t.- leftintton of a scattering coefficient, followed by a summary of what appears tobe known
at-,ut it from the different scatterers in the ocean. In the sonar equations this parameter is

uý- c'ated with a special form of directivity index, called the directivity index for reverbera-
* xi.. to express the discrimination of a transducer against reverberation. Some practical ex-
pre,-sions for the computation of this index will be given, and equations for the computation of

' erberation levels for ;deally simple situations will be derived. It will be seen that where
xtpe conditions can be assumed to occur in the ocean, the prediction of reverberation levels
i- >tra;ohtforward once a value of the reverberation coefficient is chosen. But for some prac-

;.a, proLe(-ms of interest, such as the important one of long-range submarine search, it will
a:.p,. ar that a reverberation computation is at present highly uncertain.

TEE REVERBERATION PARAMETER

The amount of sound which is scattered In a given direction by a unit area or volume is
-. ,.fiF-l by a 'catterinL coefficient. 10 loz m. This coefficient, unfortunately, has not yet been

Svet. a short name of itc own, and in what follows, 10 log m will itself often be used to denote
Tr. coeffi(ient. In order to identify the source of reverberation, subscripts will be employed,

C: . 1' log mr,. and 10 iog mb. denoting the scattering coefficient for volulne, sea surface,
.',At,.r r-.,erberation. res-pectjvely.

:0 -og m s defined to be ten times the log of the power that would he scatte-ra..,d by unit
w,- r jn~t intei.xwt. of an incident plate wave, if the scattering in all directions

j L- t, t at Jit the :d rection of observatiio. By ,nit asva is meant one squaUt, yVard 4f sur-

(, 5 v Ut..:: uy i t vo. um, it me.ant oif cu ic yard o) oteali.

"* .. FIDE'TIAL
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~a) \COLrnC rc . er erailot (b) Surface or bottom reverbe ration

re -- ~a: ras ic.;rAtITn the iefinition of 10 log m. (The reference point P
- -the ce o fthe elenmental volumne or area ir the direction

Fa)r Nolume reverberation the definition may be illustrated by reference to Fig. la. A
plane wave of intensity I, is incident upon a small volume A, centered at Q. Let 1. be inten-
sitv of the scattered sound at a point P distant one yard from Q in the direction of observation.
Then if the scattering is isotropic, the total power scattered by the volume A% will be 4nI. and
the scattering coefficient is therefore given by

10 log Mt.. - 10 log 4-I.

The coefficients for surface and bottom reverberation may be illustrated in a similar

.amm'-r. as shown in Fie. lb Consider a plane wave of intensity Ii incident at some grazing

,ie upon a small area I, of surface or bottom centered at Q. If I, is the intensity of the

- atiered sound at a paint P. the total power scattered by the area A. would be 2,11 if the

at:t ring were the same in all directions and there were no penetration into the surface or
m,.. Tx.. scatt#-r:ng co(ffic:e-nt is therefore given by

10 rje- F - lot',1 2 1 -

*r i..,.: :. xt tc target .stren,,th J) sonar targets, lb log . and 10 log may be4• rr, 2,ý

....... r'tt ,f U;Si volume. rcr area. In fact the quan-tity 10 log - for bottom

, ' rurp.•.,: rz.a Tbee-r: (_j, ed t'- :,catterir,4g strenthh ol a unit area of bottom in analogy with

:i a to'.Ific'tat which appears to be conceptually easier to utilize than the
-.... . • ýi I " mi:;l11;k c acOUstiC m ,nc- -,hun,,i, i .( ,d .-td thejL is Iu

. - a ,t'ue* th.- i ifh Ction and scatte ring irom tarý•ts and the scattering from
,r cea: A it,. ir,undciri(-, and both co,)uld v•el be sp)cified by a parameter

,. ' ,,'-f v i t: !I a, ht- , xpi-(td ?) %x;rv wxith 1i1i- r•ill-s-t (oil of oha r--

*, i . i '-, {,tt,-.: .1uid 'olunit- ,i tihlt ucemia hIa. heti' studied only

•., ,ir' , t . -( tlin 'ill 1* itm pliid h-ri-.itlh r in thif '-1l,rt.

""r 17 - 1:, . atat !1. .hi' lt-, t f 1f If xa'ttl i, ' ol light in t( hor
A I J1qj •- ', -rtt '- f w oald ii if I'tap) l, I i ia1 'l- it at ~ic 'ii[i -

4.,, d - JI tlld [.§(- ll)c. 'I'IAI,

N' ) f N ) -' ENTI'tAi,
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VOLUME REVERBERATION

Cau-es of Volume Scitterm.tg

Volume rcverberatilon originates in the body of the ocean, and is tr, be distinguished from
ti:t scatterinz produced by its boundaries. Because a perfectly homogeneous uniform ocean
:annot scatter sound, the existence of volume reverberation must mean that there are scatter-
:-g discontinuities ot some kind in the ocean. The nature of these discontinuities has been the
subject of considerable speculation and even theoretical investigation throughout the years, but
:s still one of the outstanding fundamental problems in underwater sound.

One cause -if volume scattering that has received repeated attention is the velocity micro-
structure of the sea. which may be in the form of small-scale thermal or salinity gradients.
However. a combination of theoretical study (3.4) and field measurements (5) seems to indicate
"that the reverberation which could be produced by thermal microstructure is too small, by
se-eral orders of magnitude, to account for the reverberation actually observed. Yet, the
possib.lity exists that other physical discontinuities, such as a smaller microstructure not yet
observed or -:-e smail bubbles that may be present in the mixed layer, may play some
apprectable part in producing reverberation.

A more likely ca..se of reverberation is marine life. Various kinds of marine animals,
-:ch as shrimp and fish. are known to be responsible for the layer of enhanced scattering
- as the -deep-scattering layer." The nature of this layer, as shown by acoustic data and

"et hauls, has received a great deal of attention from oceanographers. Its properties are
the subiect of an enormous body of literature (6). One recent study(7) concluded that "the
scattering layer is in reality a complex strata of organisms; it is probable that the upper
s'-arterers are primarily euphaubids and smaller crustacea, whereas the lower, heavier scat-
terers are pr:marily fish and forms of shrimp." Certainly the layer hasa complex and variable
fa:nal population. Laboratory measurements of the scattering coefficient of individual fish,

.-':d. and a known number of shrimp (8), together with data about the population density of
ti-ese organizms ir. the scattering layer as found by net hauls (9),indicate that the scattering
*x'wich would be produced by such a population is of the same order of magnitude as that re-
Sri-ed from the scattering layer. The scattering organisms, or those on which they feed, ap-
ear to ne photosensitive. for the laver is known to move up during the night and down during

*': -.av. w:th the amount of ,ertical migration tending to keep the light intensity in the layer
r I.;z!-. constant (10'.

Th! use h.Fervs rnrt ping len,-,hs also has yielded some knowledge of the distribution of
,i-1t:c Lross ,ect ins of the scatterers in the deep-scattering layer (11,12). Yet the

, .. c--a. acoustic size and physical size of the scatterers is uncertain, and marine
:- ts are rt "t :n comrlete agreement as to which organisms are principally respon-

-: .'-- e a,-.- pr••p -,pertics if the 'a-.er. It seems reasonably certain that these organisms
f' 1 r' i-e Pda' 'isea 'ff0.,

"n-"-ae.' te- ,_ emr-, :)c no observations of the nature of the scatterers above or

-g lyr. Ti- due in part to the sparse population of scatterers
t r.c: ' "- "'he. g relatively low amounts of scattering produced. Perhaps

i :,- f" •M t-r t -.-: th ,- ,rta ",itjdp the layer are the same as those within it. Still,
",-.,• . -. , t. .aýse. aid there are as yet no observations which pertain

r- . .. . . - ,,liur,,e of the deep uceAn which produces the
.. . 1' l',,a ranges. A very important zone in which the nature of

,t.i•. n the surface. sound-channel.

i•,•n .. .. ••. ., . b or' hi aln-d with transluce rs fire'.ted

41 r,-v'erbe-iatlon yie-ld 10 log m, directly as a

i 1ý -E TA'
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c::c:r.cf depth. Recentl-, a novel attempt was made to deduce the depth distribution of
;,v m- from the reverberation observed from an explosive charge, but the reduction of the

data prcowd so complex that few conclusions could be drawn (13,14).

The most extensive study of the depth distribution of 10 log m. has been made recently by
•' e Naval Electronics Laboratory (9). Measurements were made at two locations in the North
Pacific. and some wartime data obtained at a location near San Diego was reanalyzed. The es-
sential features of the variation of scattering coefficient with depth are shown in Fig. 2, which
"has been plotted from the data in Ref. 9. It is seen that 10 log mv falls off with increasing
4epth. except for the broad increase in scattering near the depth of the scattering layer. That
:- to say. ,iiperkised 2n a uniferm decrease of 10 log m. wtth depth iý. the added scattering,
:!.cwn cross-hatched, produced by the scattering layer. By day. the zone of enhanced scatter-
:.,- lies at a depth of about 1500 feet in the Guadalupe Island area; by night, it lies near the

r'ace. Th:3 diurnal migration in depth of the layer causes the depth distribution of 10 log mv
to have the typical forms shown on the left in Figure 2. In the more northern area (Queen
Ci'arlotte Isiands). the depth migration was found to be small or nonexistent. Above and below
:.e layer, measured values of 10 log my tend to become smaller uniformly with depth, as.shown
bI the dashed lines in Figure 2.

The quantitative aspects of the depth distribution are somewhat as follows. In the absence
or above and below, the deep scattering layer. 10 log my decreases at the rate of about 0.5

db per hundred feet, having a value of -66 db at a depth of 300 feet and -80 db at 3000 feet.
Within the scattering layer, increases of 5 to 15 db are to be expected. The layer may be as
much as 2000 feet or more in thickness, and tends to become shallow at night and to become
deeper during the day. Thus. during the night. 10 log m. may fall off much faster with depth
,ýecause of the presence of the layer at or near the surface. In addition, sometimes more than

0-9... I I k.a.

- .

a xij /;.':.',,///"A / i,..

/ a

( .. A

CO N H DE 'N1I A
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one scattering layer is observed. At depths shallower than 300 feet, it is likely that consider-
ably higher coefficients may be found. Unfortunately there are no direct determinations of
10 log mv at shallow depths nor within the mixed-layer sound channel. It appears, however,
from wartime measurements of reverberation at 24 kc out to about 3000 yards made with
'-orizo.aily directed transducers, that -60 db is a typical value for 10 log mv under those
conditions (1 5.p 305). which must represent an average value for the near -surface ocean down
to perhaps 1200 feet in depth. Considerable variations from this value, however, are required
te fit indi,ýdua'i obscrvations. from &it the wartime data -we may conclude that the backward
volume-scattering coefficient for horizontally projected 24-kc beams varies from 10-4 (-60 db)
to i0-3 (-80 db). with 10- (-60 db) the typical value" (15,p 306).

Dependence upon Frequency

This subject was studied at considerable length by UCDWR during the early part of the
war. and the results of this study still remain the most useful information for practical pur-
poses (16). Reverberation was measured with downward-directed transducers at 10, 20, 40,
and 80 kc in several areas south of San Diego. The values of 10 log mv obtained at the various
areas and at the various frequencies were irregular but, on the whole, showed a tendency to
rise with increasing frequency. Fig. 3 shows mean and extreme values of 10 log mv obtained
at the above frequencies." The average rate of increase with frequency is much less than the
12 db per octave to be expected from.the fourth-power law of Rayleigh scattering, which ap-
plies to fixed. rigid obstacles smaller in size than a wavelength. However, there Is no reason

enpect Payleigh scattering from the obstacles probably occurring in the sea, since they are
certainly deformabie and free to move in the sound field. Also, it is likely that, wnen all
dep:.s are averaged together, the scattering arises from different types of organisms, many
of which are of the same size as the wavelength or larger.

More recently, knowledge of the frequency dependence of reverberation has been gained
"•--,urh detatled studies of the acoustic properties of the deep-scattering layer. In one

CAITA FOR ,EPTHS LESS THAN 25OFT

_ _ / I J -

- 4S4 S

~' *~'.'.K..~ * ~ fita~ .r F.rt to,-- ;l 'I V•t; .' V,-• Pt I• It_ t •$ ,, ., in 'f l IIr,,| t ae

"19"3 ,, ,. .

..A < .)
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:i'.est:zation, the scattered return from explosive shots was analyzed with narrowband filters
-'etweern 2 and 19.6 kc (17). It was found that, at and above 5 kc, there were peaks in the scat-
,,:ring which varied with different depths. In one instance there was a considerable return at
15 kc at a depth of 450 feet, which did not appear at any lower frequency; at 5 ke on this same
:-,cord. a much brnader and deeper peak was found; and at 2 kc there was no evidence of peak-
:n. at all. This peculiar behavior must indicate a different faunal population in different parts

!,, thela',-er. and in different areas. The matter of peaks and "holes" in the reverberation
sptectrum is of obvious importance in sonar echo-ranging, but for practical purposes, where
comparatively large volumes of ocean return sound at any one instant, there has not yet been
J mtnc-strated any greatly increased or decreased reverberation at one frequency than an-
iicr 18. The subject. however, deserves systematic study of a survey type for different
21: o ýf the sea.

The uitimate in a detailed study of scattering from different scatterers in situ has been
chAieved by lowering a spark sound source down to the layer, and recording the return from

:71,.duai scatterers lying closeto the source (12). This has permitted a study of the "echo"
"rr,= single scatterers as a function of frequency, and has enabled individual scattering cross
S.ctions to be determined. But the method has not yet been used extensively enough to yield
cata of opEratvcnal usefulness, although it has proved to be another tool for studying the source

-une scattering in the ocean.

SEA-SURFACE REVERBERATION

T',e surface of the sea is a type of inhomogeneity in the ocean which can, and does, scatter
ip.ird back toward the source. The obvious cause of this reverberation is the scattering

Freq.ny We~

-- f "-•'• "Tro..du,., depI, Ibfh

N . ALL WINO SPEEOs

-',WE P~ JAR-.F
ptiPP, . JAPTI: F

_ 5000 Inno

.: lt;ý,! I;re, t-1I ¶r;ir,.Ikt r r if. ,if'vp wat,'r

.r. ,iw, w-, -I j'. the r,,ttm In itl, ýi

",, " , t,,r . t.•rdrr! ,1' t 80 YIrd (I )
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invest-gtation, the scattered return from explosive shots was analyzed with narrowband filters
between 2 and 19.6 ke (17). It was found that, at and above 5 kc, there were peaks in the scat-
tering which varied with different depths. In one instance there was a considerable return at
15 kc at a depth of 450 feet, which did not appear at any lower frequency; at 5 kc on this same
record, a much broader and deeper peak was found; and at 2 kc there was no evidence of peak-
ing at all. This peculiar behavior must indicate a different faunal population in different parts
of the layer, and in different areas. The matter of peaks and "holes" in the reverberation
spectrum is of obvious importance in sonar echo-ranging, but for practical purposes, where
conparatively large volumes of ucean return sound at any one instant, there has not yet been
demonstrated any greatly increased or decreased reverberation at one frequency than an-
other (18). The subject, however, deserves systematic study of a survey type for different
parts of the sea.

The ultimate in a detailed study of scattering from different scatterers in situ has been
achieved by lowering a spark sound source down to the layer, and recording the return from
:ndlvidual scatterers lying close to the source (12). This has permitted a study of the "echo"
from single scatterers as a function of frequency, and has enabled individual scattering cross
sections to be determined. But the method has not yet been used extensively enough to yield
data of operational usefulness, although it has proved to be another tool for studying the source
A volume scattering in the ocean.

SEA-SURFACE REVERBERATION

The surface of the sea is a type of inhomogeneity in the ocean which can, and does, scatter
s-un.d back toward the source. The obvious cause of this reverberation is the scattering

z 120I
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produced by irregularities such as waves, ripples, and whitecaps, which exist whenever the sea
is not perfectly calm. A more subtle cause of sea-surface scattering is the air entrapped near
the surface. This air content, in the form of bubbles, represents the effect of whitecaps and
sea roughness in mixing air into the upper surface layers of the ocean.

Little is known quantitatively about either of these sources of back-scattering. Even
though ocean waves havc been studied qualitatively for many years, the statistical shape of the
sea surface has been entirely unknown until recently for any but the simplest type of ocean
swell (19,20). Further, even if the shape of the surface were specified statistically, the back-
scattering produced by it could not be foretold until the theory of scattering from rough sur-
faces is more advanced (21). The existence of air bubbles in the near-surface ocean water has
recently been demonstrated by means of an upward-d;rected fathometer which at times failed
to obtain an echo from the surface in moderate and high seas, apparently because of clouds of
air bubbles entrapped beneath the surface (22). A possible effect of air bubbles has also been
indicated by tests of a sound-velocity meter which showed a lower sound velocity near the sur-
face after a storm (23). At any rate, although the presence of near-surface air bubbles are in
all likelihood a concomitant of whitecaps on the surface, their comparative importance In pro-
ducing surface reverberation is not known.

Both of these causes of scattering would become more effective the higher the sea state,
and one would expect 10 log ms to increase with increasing sea state or wind force.

During World War II, an analysis of much 24-kc reverberation data obtained with a shallow
horizontally directed transducer in deep water revealed a marked dependence of reverberation
level at short ranges on surface roughness (24). No such dependence was observed at long
ranges (Fig. 4). This indicates that at the shorter ranges surface reverberation predominates
over volume reverberation. On this basis, reverberation levels at a range of 100 yd given in
the report of this wartime work* have been used to derive values of 10 log ms by applying the
reported equipment parameters. Values of 10 log ms derived in this manner are given in
Fig. 5 as a function of wind force. Since the transducer depth used was 16 ft, the grazing angle
at 100 yards was 30. 10 log ms is seen to increase up to a wind speed of 20 mph, beyond which
,t is constant. This levelling-off of reverberation at high wind speeds perhaps may be attrib-
-ted to the increased attenuation of
bubbles whipped into the sea at high
wind speeds, and to the shielding ef-
fect of the troughs of the waves.
From the date presented in Fig. 5,
10 log ms also appears to be inde-
)(c-ndent of wind force at low wind
speeds. below the speed at which °
whitecaps appear (8 mph). It is prob- .

a ble. however, that at low wind speeds o
th,. reverberation level is primarily
due to volume reverberation, for if ( 4,

the reported reverberation levels for
.row wind 5pecds are used to compute
",lJr. , o i i o) log my, ýalces of -55 to
- (V d) are found, in approximate - DATA ,, ,N INt

,wrr-ement with the valucs obtajried A Uf,, CAo MAi202 by
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In contrast to the situation at short ranges, no dependence of reverberation level on wind
speed was observed at long ranges hi. these wartime experiments (24 '). This was attributed,
probably correctly, to the fact tha, 'olumne reverberation should be predominant at ranges be-
yond a few hundred yards under the conditions of depth, transducer directivity, and frequency
of World War II echo-ranging sonar. A factor which contributes to the unimportance of sur-
face reverberation under these conditions is the fact that- 10 log m. may vary with grazing
angle between a sound ray and the mean surface, becoming less as the angle decreases in some-
what the same way as bottom reverberation will be seen to do.

In fact, a variation of 10 log ms with grazing angle is indicated by the great change of 10
log m. with wind speed at 100 yards (Fig. 5), together with the lack of dependence of reverber-
ation level on wind speed at long ranges-say 1500 yards (Fig. 4). If volume reverberation is
strong enough at 1500 yards to mask surface reverberation and the effect of wind on its level,
it should be strong enough at 100 yards to prevent the change of 33 db due to the effect of wind
speed on surface reverberation from taking place. It must be concluded therefore, that 10
log ins is range -dependent or, more properly, that it is a function of the grazing angle at the
sea surface. If the sea surface acts like a perfectly rough surface, this variation would be
like the square of the sine of the grazing angle (Lambert's Law); if air bubbles extending below
the surface for a certain distance play any great part in the scattering process, the scattering
would be more nearly isotropic, and 10 log ms would tend to become independent of the angle
at the surface.

There are, however, no systematic measurements of this variation, although an experi-
ment with a transducer tiltable in the vertical plane would be simple to carry out. Such a study
would throw light on the scattering processes operating at the sea surface and indicate accu -
rately the manner in which surface reverberation falls off with time. Surface reverberation
has not been systematically studied at all in this country since the war, even though the develop-
ment of sonars utilizing the mixed-layer sound channel, and of active homing torpedoes, would
mnake such a study imperative. Indeed, nothing at all appears to be known about the variation
of surface reverberation with frequency.

Thie British have recently made some measurements of 10 log rn, in shallow and in deep
water (25). In this work, the quantity (10log ms - MR) was measured, where MR is the recogni-
tion differential. Unfortunately, MR was not determined, but was estimated to be 0 * 2 db for
the equipment used (26). For deep water, it was concluded that (10 log m5. - MR) was -30 1 5 db
for a wind force of 3 to 4 and that this value was constant over the range 300 to 800 yards. If
it is assumed that MR = 0 for the British equipment, this value is in good agreement with Fig. 4
for the range of 100 yards. In coastal waters where the depth was between 30 and 100 fathoms,
the following values of (10 log ins - MR) were found:

No. of ns Mean Depth -- ___ Range Yards)
Observation (Fathoms) 150 330 500 800

10 49 I-31.0 - - -37.0 -34.6
7 49 - - -30.0 -32.6 -32.5
5 52 -29.0 -34 4 -36.8 -35.7

Tr~e higher values at the shortest range (150 yards) were believedl significant, and perhaps are
owe efiict oi an increasing grazing angle at the surface. When the data was broken down as to

-w't.the following values were found for ranges of 500 to 800 yards:

Mfewt Depth No. of Mean Value
Sea Sian (Fathoms) Observation 1 o i R

__5 2_ 6 -31.9

2 5 9 4 -26.5
3 41 12 -35.8
4 50 2-41.5

CONF.IDECNTIAL,
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The falling-off of (10 log mns - MR) beyond sea state 2 was believed to be real, and to be due to
an increasing aeration of the surface water with increasing sea state. This would result in
absorption rather than scattering of sound, with a consequent reduction of reverberation level.
In water 10-30 fathoms deep, higher values, averaging -26 db at 800 yards for ( 10 log ms -

MRwere found, presumably because of the presence of bottom reverberation from the sea
bed. These British results, obtained at a frequency of 50 kc, have been quoted at some length
because they appear to be the only quantitative postwar data on surface scattering available at
this time.

BOTTOM REVERBERATION

The bottom of the sea, or of a river or harbor, may scatter sound back toward the source
by one or both of two processes. The predomninant- cause of bottom reverberation is probably
the roughness of natural bottoms. This roughness may be the ripple marks produced by sur -
face waves and currents; for rocky bottoms, the roughness may be the jagged, irregular bot-
tomn topography. Each element of roughness gives rise to an element of back-scattered sound.
Such roughness -caused scattering arises in somewhat the same way that an optically rough
surface scatters light. In addition, even a perfectly smooth bottom produces reverberation to
some extent because of the fact that it consists of sedimentary particles, each of which scat-
ters sound. This particle-caused scattering from smooth sand surfaces has been studied ex-
tensively in the laboratory (at frequencies between 0.4 and 1.0 megacycles) (27). However, it
is not yet entirely clear how much of the reverberation observed in the field is due to particu-
late scattering and how much is due to surface roughness, although there Is good evidence to
show that the latter is often the more important (28).

The first measurements of 10 log mb were obtained during the war in studying the rever-
beration observed in shallow water with World War II sonar sets. Since the war, the impetus
to obtaining a knowledge of bottom back-scattering has been given by acoustic mine-hunting
for bottomed mines, since back-scattering usually forms the background in which the mine
echo must be detected. In response to this need, one field experiment aimed at evaluating
10 1og mb has been carried out in this country (1), and the British have given considerable
attention to the subject, both in the field and in the laboratory, during the past two years (29,
30,31).

Variation with Grazing Angle

It is now well established that 101log mb increases with the angle between the incident sound
ray and the bottom. This dependence on grazing angie plays an important part in determining
the rate of fall-off of bottom reverberation with range. Figure 6 shows the results of three
determinations of the variation of 10 log mb with grazing angle, based on data obtained by
tJCDWR during the war (15, p.316),and recently by the Naval Research Laboratory (1),and
UDE (30). The UDE data was originally reported in terms of reverberation level as a function
of range, together with the level of the echo from a sphere of known diameter (18 inches). By
using stated equipment parameters and converting range to grazing angle, the plotted values of
10 log mb have been obtained. The values shown for the various determinations o'f 10 log mb
are not all mean or average values of this quantity. The UDE values are perhaps 6 db higher
than the mean because of the use of a transducer having R hrnadl hteam in the vertical plane
which permitted surface -reflected paths to add to the simple bottom reverberation; the UCDWR
v'alues at 10' are high for the same reason: the NRL values were stated to be about 5 db higher
than mean because of the method of measurement. Nevertheless, it would appear that the
NDRC data, obtained at 24 kc with horizontally directed transducers, are distinctly smaller
than the two more recent and probably more reliable determinations-

A major source of discrepancy iii measurements of this type is the unsatisfactory nature
'A (-dimentary nomenclature bas~ed oin particle size (sanid, mud) as a criterion of acoustic
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GRAZING ANGLE S~ (DEGREES)

X---X JiRI data, Frequency 55 4 60 kc (from Re f. 1)

IIMUDE data, Frequency 50 kc (from Ref. 30)

-* UCDWR data, Frequ~ency 2'4 kc (mean values) (from Ref. 15)

F'ig.re 6 - Bottoin reverberation. Variation of 10 log mb with grazing
angle and its dep.-raclncc on bottom type.

_.cattering. If roughness is the principal cause of scattering, particle size will be at best only
an indirect indication of reverberation. Indeed, the scat~tering from what seems t6 be the same
type~ of bottom is known to vary by 20 db or more (32). Also, a small area of bottom may scat-
ter differently for different directions in which it is viewed. In one experiment, the reverber-
ation from a portion of a natural muddy bottom estimated to be about 9 square yards in area
was found to vary by 10 to 15 db on training the projector around in azimuth (33).

Yet, the data of Fig. 6 are concordant in showing that mb varies with grazing angle as the
first or second power, so that 10 log mb increases with grazing angle at the rate of between 3
and 6 db per angle doubled. A value of 4.5 db per angle doubled, corresponding to a 1.5 power
-; Ariatinn witt angle, is a reas;orablc avcrage. This cui rempuindh to a decay of reverberation
with range as the minus 4.5 power of the range in isovelocity water. This variation in angle
has been verified in the laboratory at 100 kc up to an angle of 25" through the use of a tiltable
pro~ector and a small tray of sedimentary material (29).

* art iuiwi with Frequency

J1var iatii (if MI 0 Pv rn) with fl equencI)(y iý Of b~asic importanmfce to aecoustic mine huriting.
* aet

1
irwi 'Atif r 1,ararriett~rt, it d( termin,-s the op1 imuni frt~qaenvy for a mine -hunting
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The subject was first studied by UCDWR during the War for a rocky bottom at frequencies
of 10, 20, 40, and 80 kc (15,p.318). The results showed no evidence of any systematic frequency
dependence in this frequency. range at a grazing angle of 300, The essentially frequency-inde-
pendent nature of 10 log mb was also indicated more recently by NRL for other types of bottom
as well in the range 10-60 kc (1). However, some recent British measurements at 7.5, 50, and
300 kc have shown a strong change of 10 log mb with frequency, amounting to a decrease of
about 13 db between 7.5 and 300 kc (29). The values obtained are shown in the following table:

Grazing 7.5 kc 50 kc 300 kc
Angle
7.2° -8.7 -16.7 -23.7

i 3.61 -12.0 -22.7 -23.7
a1.8 -13.7 -26.7 --

The bottom in the area of these measurements consisted of 3 to 4 feet of soft mud overlying a
harder material. The decrease of 10 log mb with increasing frequency is believed to have been
due to absorption in the mud. with the scattering arising principally from the hardc. layer
below.

in summary, it may be said that there is no conclusive evidence as yet of a frequency
variation of 10 log mb. The subject deserves further study, however, for not only is it neces-
sary to rational equipment design, but the frequency dependence of bottom reverberation
throws light on the basic scattering processes operating at the bottom of the sea.

DEPENDENCE OF REVERBERATION ON PINGLENGTH

It has long been known that, as a general rule, the level of reverberation of all types is
proportional to the length of the emitted ping. This pinglength dependence is reasonable, for
the pinglength determines the extension in range of the reverberating area or volume. Thus,
doubling the pinglength should increase the reverberation level by 3 db. That this actually
takes place was observed during the War (15, p.30 2 ) and has been subsequently confirmed on
many occasions (1,9).

There are, however, some instances where reverberation would not be expected to be
proportional to pinglength. When bottom reverberation is observed with highly directional
transducers at high angles of tilt, it is possible for the observed reverberation to be Independ-
ent of pinglength when the reverberating area on the bottom is limited by the transducer beam-
vw-idth instead of the pinglength (1). Again, for extremely short plnglengths and extremely nar-
row beams, reverberation need not be proportional to pinglength when the reverberating area
or volume is so small that it no longer contains many scatterers. However, an effect of this
kintd has never been observed, probably because of the extremely short pinglengths required
to make it evident. At the other extreme, very long pinglengths produce less reverberation
than would be expected from the linear law because of the effect of absorption in reducing the
scattering from the more distant parts of the reverberating area or volume. An effect of this
kind has been reported at an unstated frequency in a Russian paper (34). Figure 7 shows that
•<ie reverberatiu, Ion iJ• ig y1 riglergtlhs is tles than the linear law requires, Neverth•lpess, in
sp~t- o9 these exceptions, one can feel reasonably sure in applying the linear relationship In
nearly all practical problems encountered at the present time.

FLUCTUATION AND FREQUENCY SPREAD OF REVERBERATION

!i, tar we have been cOnn'erned with average reverberation levels and their dependeite
mr. various parameters. However, the reverberation from an emitted irng is not a smoothly

.oecaywrig sound, but orcurs in -blobs" of about the same duration as the emitted ping. Also,
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soI - the envelope of reverberation never repeats itself from
ping to ping, but exhibits an irregular fluctuation in level

45 - at any particular instant following the initial ping. This
* fluctuation is probably due to the motion of the scatter-

ers relative to each other and to the sound source, so
2 40 that the vector sum of the individual scattering ampli-•' /•tudes of variable phase fluctuates in amplitude. This

should result in a cumulative Rayleigh distribution of
3 / F,-4 .... y,: -o, ,•oot reverberation amplitudes defined by P(x) - exp (-x 2 /a'),

where P(x) is the probability that any reverberation
30 oamplitude exceeds x and a is the rms amplitude. This

0oo3 0.1 0.3 .0 expression indicates that the instantaneous reverbera-
Pnglngtk s,, tion amplitude will be greater than its mean or rms

value 37% of the time, and less 63% of time; it will be
Figure 7 - A Russian observation 10 db less than its rms value 10% of the time and 10 db
of the lesser rise in volume re- greater than its rms value only 0.005% of the time. The
verberation for long pinglengths validity of this Rayleigh distribution for the instantane-

(from Ref. 34). ous reverberation amplitude at a particular interval
after the ping was demonstrated by lengthy wartime
studies (15,p.324).

The frequency spread of reverberation has not been given intensive study, even though it
is of manifest importance in the design of reverberation filters. There are several factors
which contribute to the frequency spread of reverberation. One is the own-ship Doppler, which,
in addition to the obvious Doppler shift of the mean reverberation frequency, causes a spread
in frequency because of the finite beamwidth of a directional transducer. Another source of
frequency spread is the finite duration of the emitted ping, which itself has a spread in fre-
quency between the half-power points of approximately l/to cycles, where -r is the pinglength
in seconds. A third source of frequency spread lies in the nature of the scatterers themselves;
if they are in random motion, as surface and volume scatterers probably are, a broadening of
the reverberation spectrum will occur.

The frequency spread of reverberation was studied to some extent during the War with a
device called the periodmeter (15,p.330),which provided a display on a cathode-ray tube show-
ing the interval between successive zeros of an alternating signal recorded against time. The
frequency spread of reverberation, heterodyned down to an audio frequency, was found to vary
as the inverse one -fourth power of the pinglength and as the three -fourths power of the audio
output frequency. These surprising results are not understandable until a satisfactory theory
for the periodmeter, which would yield the relation between periodmeter readings and the
reverberation spectrum, has been developed. The periodmeter has recently been used to
study the frequency characteristics of reverberation from frequency-modulated pings (35).but
no quantitative information appears to have been obtained.

A more direct investigation of the frequency spread of reverberation has been made re-
cently, using cw, in connection with the development of an active cw homing torpedo (36). A
typical cw reverberation spectrum for a moving transducer (15) is shown in Fig. 8 for a fre-
qutccy uf 60 kc. Some of the results of this study were: (I) the maximum of the normalized
spectrum occurs at a frequency shift of 0.55 to 0.63 cps/kc/knot, in good agreement with the
predicted Doppler shift; (2) the average spectrum width at half voltage (6 db down) is 0.06
cps/kc/knot, with variations from 0.03 to 0.18; (3) observed spectra are asymmetrical about the
Doppler-shift frequency, with more reverberation at the smaller Doppler shifts than at the
higher (Fig. 8) (this off-peak reverberation, however, is 30 to 40 db down from the peak); and
(4) the normalized spcctra do not change significantly with trarisduc'er speed, indicating that
(in this data) the beamwidth effect on frequency spread is small. In these experiments much
or all of the reverberation is probably surface reverberation, as evidenced by the fact that tile
reverberation level was observed to increase with sea stLte and to decreais with increasing
transducer depth below the surface.

CONFIDENTIAL
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THE REVERBERATION EQUATIONS 0

Equations by which the reverberation
level at any instant of time can be corn- Ae. 6-db do.,, *-dth:

puted were developed during the War (I 5). 0.060 CPS/KC/uoT

The formulation of equations for volume
and surface reverberation was obtained -10
mathematically in terms of two parame- F

ters, J,, and J,. which express the dis-
crimination of the transducer against re-
verberation. Instead of giving a mathe-
matical treatment, however, we shall deal -20 i| ',
with reverberation from a geometrical/
viewpoint in a way that may make the
derivation easier to understand and the
expressions easier to apply to practical I
problems. This will be done through the -30
concept of an ideal, searchlight-type trans-
ducer having a uniform transmitting and
receiving (or "composite*) response within
a certain angle, and none beyond.

Ave. Ref"erberatioln Doppler;

Volume Reverberation 0.60 CPS/KC/XNOT

Let us assume that we are echo-
ranging in an unbounded ocean with such .
a transducer, which has uniform sen- 0 0.25 0.50 0.75
sitivity within a certain solid angle v, CPS/KC/KNOT
(Fig. 9). Later on we will see how an Figure 8 - Typical normalized reverberation
equivalent solid angle, v. can be found spectrum for a moving transducer (redrawn
for any transducer for which the com- from Pef. 36).
posite response is known, and how I is
related to 3 v. Thus, while the derivation
will be given in terms of the ideal trans-
ducer, it will apply to any transducer once SOLIO ANCE '

its equivalent angle v is known. At some
range, r, the reverberating volume which
scatters sound toward the source will be
approximately wr2 , where T is the ping-
length in yards, equal to (c-i0)/2 where o
is the time duration of the emitted pulse
and c the velocity of sound.* If L is the Figure 9-Geometry of volume reverberation
source level of the transducer and HR for an ideal searchlight-type transducer.
the transmission loss for reverberation
(discussed below), the intensity reaching
th reerb': tinr %,t' :l-.ne is L - H.r- FPr-, thha rpfinitinn nf ,ogeottprinu erwiffirlpnt, the intensity.
at one yard, of the back-scattering from each cubic yard of the reverberating volume is 10 log
"Jv i'4-) ui wuilt Lncldent intensity. The scattering intensity for the whole volume, if measured
at unit distance. is L - HR - 10 log wr'- 10 log mv/ 4 n. Back at the source the intensity of
r-verberation will, therefore, be

P> I. - 2HF - 10 log w 20 log r * 10 log i , 10 log
4n

"•.these rrwIts, ihe terms 'pinnglength" iind "pulselength" are used synonamoubly when refer-

. " I- tr..- d-ra-uoo, of . , t a distance rnki:nt, "pinglength" ,,ea,,• the xt,-
S-i :rrige or the reve, rberrýan ,re., ,r voi.Iunie, while 'tr,,inle::gth" refers tu the extension in

W,- uf trn _r.srif-e, area ,r .'oi,irrie, hence pinrglength ra, ,-h.,lf the truinlength (37, p. 87)
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This is the volume reverberation equation in terms of the solid angle w.

For any transducer, whether used in the same manner or not for transmitting and receiv-
ing, we can define an equivalent value of w such that the total composite response of the actual
and fictitious transducers is the same. If q(e,v) and q'(e,v) are the transmitting and receiv-
ing sensitivities in the direction (9,T), and do - cos 0dedi is a small solid angle in the direc-
tion (9,4), the actual transducer* has the composite response

~2'A f Z;f 2 q(E,cp)q'(0,9) cos SdOdfp

The fictitious, ideal transducer has the response

Hence we find

f = J'' f q(G,,)q'(6,r) cos dedcd

Surface Reverberation

For surface reverberation (including bottom reverberation), we shall characterize the
ideal transducer beam by a plane angle, e, and proceed in a similar manner as shown in
Fig. 10.

At the instant of time when the intersection of the axis of the beam and the surface lies at
the center of the reverberating area, the reverberation level is a maximum and the reverberat-
ing area is then arT for small inclination angles 0. The intensity of back-scattering from each
square yard of this area (per unit incident intensity) is 10 log (mb/2rt), measured at the unit
distance of one yard. Hence, in the same manner as for volume reverberation, we obtain for
the surface reverberation level

R = L - 10 log m - 10 log r + 10 log T - 10 log -b

For most instances involving surface reverberation, the axis of the transducer is horizontal,
or nearly so, and the reverberation arises from a nearly horizontal surface (the sea-surface
gr bottom). In these instances, only the horiznntal dirprtivity of the transducer is effective,
and the appropriate responses are the transmitting and receiving responses in the horizontal
plane, q(,0) and q'(0,q) . Proceeding as before, we equate the composite response of the
actual transducer to that of the ideal transducer in order to obtain an expression for the
equivalent ideal beamwidth

q(0,•)q'0,'•)d * ' 1.i2 •

ONIrAjte baffle.
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-,• • Ahas been noted above, two parame-
S1 ters, 3v and Is, were introduced into sonar

'RANSDUCER usage during the war to express the de-
r. gree of discrimination of transducers

against reverberation (15,chap. 12;38), in
much the same manner as the ordinary
receiving directivity index, D, expresses
the discrimination against isotropic or

nondirectional noise. One essential dif-
ference between the reverberation indices

Figure 10 - Geometry of bottom reverberation and D is that the former involve the two-
for an ideal searchlight-type transducer in- way or composite beam pattern of the
clined at a small angle from the horizontal, transducer, whereas D is determined by

the receiving pattern alone. Table 1 gives
expressions for Tv and Is in terms of the

wavelength vs. transducer-size ratio, the angle y in degrees between the axis and the 6-db-down
points of the composite pattern, and the receiving directivity index. The first line of Table 1
shows the integral expressions for Jv and Js. It will be observed that Iv and J. differ from v
and o as used above by factors of 47 and 2n, respectively:

J, -10 log

Writing the reverberation equation in terms of these quantities we obtain

R,o.,.e * L - -1r * 10 log a, - J, 1 10 log t + 20 log r

R.,rfc" L - 21% + 10 log m - 10 log T + 10 log r

These are the basic equations from which reverberation can be computed in simple cases. In
many complicated cases occurring in practice, great care must be exercised in selecting
values for HR and 10 log m for the range at which the reverberation level is desired, and in
adding up all the sources of reverberation that may be present. Some of the considerations
which must be borne in mind in using the equations in actual cases are given in the following
discussion.

DISCUSSION OF THE REVERBERATION EQUATIONS

The preceding equations contain the quantity HR-called the transmission loss for rever-
beration-which requires discussion. We have derived the equations on the assumption of
straight-line paths. In this simple case, HR is the same as the ordinary transmission loss,
due to spreading and absorption, between the transducer and the reverberating area or volume.
If we write for this case of straight-line paths and spherical spreading HR - 20 log r + Mr,
where the first term is the loss due to soreading7 and the second the lnqs dche to 2•h.nrption nnd
scattering, we then obtain for volume reverberation

P_1 = L " 20 log r - 2ar + 10 log m, - J + 10 log i

and .bor surface reverberation

R_ I. - 30 log r - 2ar 1 10 log M. - J. 10 log,

CONFIDENTIAL
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Whenever the ray paths are curved, however, complications arise because of the concomitant
effect of ray bending upon the size of the reverberating area and upon the transmission loss.
For example, in the case of volume reverberation, ray convergence will decrease the trans-
mission loss and the size of the reverberating volume in equal amounts. Ray-bending may be
visualized accordingly as affecting only the return trip of the emitted sound. Hence, if H is
the transmission loss between the transducer and the reverberating volume -suitably averaged
over the latter if it is large-and HR is the transmission loss for reverberation, then
2 HR 2H-A, where A is that part of the transmission loss due to ray bending or refraction.
For surface and bottom reverberation, the effect of refraction in the vertical plane is neg-
ligible because both the horizontal width, (p, and the radial extent, -r, of the reverberating area
are sensibly unaffected by bending if the grazing angle at the surface is small. Therefore, for
surface and bottom reverberation, the ordinary transmission loss and the transmission loss
for reverberation are usually the same.

In general, it also is necessary to distinguish between the transmission loss for reverber-
ation, HR, and the transmission loss for the echo, HE,lin computing echo -to -reverberation
ratios, because the target may not be located at the same place in the ocean as the major part
of the reverberating area or volume. For example, a surface target may be masked by re-
verbe ration originating deep in the body of the ocean. In general, then, HE and H R are dif -
ferent; they are equal only when the target echo and the reverberation originate approximately
at the same range and depth in the ocean.

In computing volume reverberation, care should be exercised to use the appropriate value
of my. Whenever downward ray-bending exists, the depth from which volume reverberation is
received is a function of range, and it is necessary to allow for the depth variation of 10 log my
in choosing a value for this parameter. Because of the fact that 10 log my has been found to
decrease with depth below the deep-scattering layer, the volume reverberation observed with
a transducer with a downward tilt, or one located in a negative gradient, will decrease faster
with time than the inverse second power, which would hold with a constant 10 log mv. In a
computation it will generally be necessary to draw a rough ray diagram in order to determine
from what depth the reverberation is coming at any instant, so as to be able to estimate a
value of 10 log my.

At short ranges, up to a few hundred yards, it is probable that multiply- scattered sound
does not contribute appreciably to the observed volume reverberation and that only once-
scattered sound need be considered (15,p.269). This has been indicated by observing the re-
verberation received on turning a transducer quickly away after emitting a ping, when it was
found that in deep water the reverberation was 20 to 30 db less than its normal level (34), thus
demonstrating the unimportance of multiple scattering. However, at the longer ranges now of
interest in submarine search it is possible that sound scattered in the ocean and its boundaries
two or more times forms an appreciable part of the observed reverberation. There are no ob-
servations on this matter, and the subject of multiple scattering at long ranges is one for future
study.

We have seen from Fig. 4 that when using horizontally directed 24-kc transducers at
shallow depths there is a wind-force variation of reverberation at short but not at long ranges,
indicating that surface reverberation masks volume reverberation at short ranges but that at

-- --- n'P1'nte .4 Thisillutrates the farct that reverbeijation
...ay ha dif!!ernt ericrin.% at differeni riviaes. unIess annu h-i -1 caseclerly indicates a
single origin, each source 01 reverberation must be computed from the ray diagram, together
with the appropriate equations, and the contributions of each added together to give the total
reverberation.

A ray diagram is also useful in estimating bottom reverberation, and is necessary when-
ever velocity gradients may change the grazing angle of a ray at the bottom. The effect of
do~wnward ref raction, for example, is to give a greater grazing angle and to produce enhanced
reverberatiun. Even in isovelocity water, we have seen that bottom reverberation falls off
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Figure 11 - Multiple paths contributing to bottom reverberation in
shallow water. (All paths shown are assumed to be the same length,
so that reverberation from different parts of the bottom is received
simultaneously-)

faster than the inverse third power of the range because of the fact that the grazing angle be-
comes smaller with increasing range.

An additional complication must be considered in most cases of bottom reverberation -the
effect of the surface in producing additional paths by which bottom-scattered sound can reach
the transducer. In Fig. 11, let a transducer with a wide beam in the vertical plane be located
at 0. In addition to the reverberation received from the bottom at P, reverberation is received
at that same instant from other points Q, R, S, via surface reflected paths such as OMQO or
OARAO. Thus, the effective reverberation level is increased because of the finite transducer
beam width and the presence of the reflecting sea surface nearby. Narrowing the vertical
beamwidth should, therefore, result in lowered reverberation levels. That this actually occurs
has been shown by British experiments in which the reverberation in shallow water was com-
pared for transducers with different horizontal and vertical beamwidths (29). Although it was
found that the reverberation decreased linearly with horizontal beamwidth (31),as it should, a
strong dependence on vertical beamzwidth was observed, as shown in Fig. 12. Narrowing the
beamwidth, however, may not improve the echo-to-reverberation ratio for a target lying on the

bottom. Thus, from the British experi-

ments, it is concluded (29) that multiple
--- ! paths contribute 6 db to both reverberation

and echo, except when the pinglength is so
short that the surface echo is-completely

-2 . .... separate in time from the direct-path echo
and does not reinforce it. The multiple• .. .. . •T-• . ....... • paths due to surface reflections are be-

... .____ lieved to enhance volume reverberation as
-/ oDAI..j.AEODCED TO S o.,,1ONTAL well whenever the transducer beam is not

TeMFoAO OCE,%C1ENT1F(. AO TECONICAL buU1icleILtly udirctive LU eAxlUU•et•e re-
-OC'PC R T ..... . P2 .......... flected paths (15,p.271).

S,-40'- A practical matter that makes accurate
prediction of bottom reverberation dilficult

E T* S° I' 1 AM E -Is•- Ný OOMIO•" 'f P° '"EO is the fact that what appears to be the same

Figure IL - Effect of the vertical beamwidth of type of bottom often varies in scattering
e horizontally directed transducer on bottom coefficient by 20 db or more, The slope

reoverberatior. le.el. and shape of the bottom are important, and
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A

Figure 13 - Multiple origin of reverberation in
deep water at long ranges.

even the echo from an 18-inch spherical target placed on the bottom has been observed to vary
considerably in the course of a few hours, apparently with the tide (29).

It will be apparent from the foregoing discussion that there are many cases which are too
complex to be treated in the simple manner described by the reverberation equations. Com-
plex situations can be handled only by first drawing on a ray diagram the wave front for some
instant of time and then adding up all the reverberation contributions from each part of the
wave front, taking into account the composite beam pattern of the transducer. Fig. 13, for
example, shows a wave front AB at a long range in deep water. Reverberation may arise from:
(1) the bottom at A, (2) the surface B via sound channel paths, and (3) the volume C throughout
the body of the ocean. In order to find the reverberation level for this case it would be neces -
sary to add up the contributions from A, B, and the several portions of C, by assigning to each
a transmission loss, a value of 10 log m, and a factor depending upon the composite beam
pattern of the transducer. The simple equations can be used only when it is possible to choose
-a priori-a value of 10 log mi which applies effectively to the entire reverberating volume or
area. Otherwise, one must proceed in the difficult stepwise manner of summing up all the
sources of reverberation.

Considering these difficulties in making a reverberation prediction for the long ranges of
current interest in active submarine detection, it will be apparent that the formal, logical ap-
proach to reverberation prediction indicated by the reverberation equations is at present im-
practical. For this problem we shall have to be content for the immediate future with empi-
rical predictions based on long-range reverberation measurements. Obtaining long-range
reverberation data in, shallow and deep water is thus an urgent necessity at the present time.
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INTRODUCTION

Much increased attention has been given to the subject of reverberation since the appear-
ance of Part IV, Reverberation, of the Summary of Underwater Acoustic Data in 1954 (1).! Tor-
pedo homing Interests in particular have provided the motivation for its investigation uwder the
Bureau of Ordnance's Acoustics of the Medium program (2) and have clarified many problems
associated with sea-surface reverberation at the higher frequencies. Interest In bottom mine
hunting, largely responsible for the information on bottom reverberation reported earlier, has
provided additional knowledge and understanding, Growing interest in long-range active sonar
has pointedly emphasized the urgent need for knowledge and understanding of reverberation
from long ranges. Here the L4RAD program has provided valuable information (3-7).

VOLUME REVERBERATION

Only a relatively small amount of additional data on volume reverberation has been obtained
in recent years. NOTS (8) has reportedvalues forthe volume scattering strengths as measured

Now at U, S, Navy Mine Defense Laboratory, Panama City, Floridai,
*References appear on pp. 31-33.
IScattering strength, analogous to ti.rget strength, is thc ratio, expressed in decibels, of the

scattered intensity at a distance of one yard fron" unit volume J1 cubic yard) or unit area (I
sqcuare yard) to the incident intensity.

q to 1

.h. re , is the ii attered intensity at one iard 4nd I is the incident intensity. It should be noted
that th, 'o01,m•e Cattering-,tr ,ngth S, is r,.ltd to th, syattering coefficient 10 log mi as follows

S 10~ Ir.,

,i.'- the s,.rfaci. rr ý • suT-rng or rtr.•,t
4  

S t,* tbhý s,.irfai or bottom scattrring coef-
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at depths between 50 and 1300 feet off Long Beach, California, for both a 60-kc c-w pulse and
for a "noise" pulse a few kilocycles wide centered at this frequency. No significant difference
in scattering strength was found for those two types of transmission, although in both cases a
strong increase with depth was observed, presumably because of a deep scattering layer. The
following table gives measured coefficients at 60 kc for two runs (runs 8 and 10) at a number
of different depths:

Measured Scattering
Run No. Depth (ft) Strength (db)

10 347 -82
10 347 -81
8 423 -93
8 595 -95

10 595 -79
10 595 -82

8 1114 -78
10 1335 -65
10 1335 -67

Essentially similar ORL measurements (9), though at shallower depths ranging from 60 to
250 ft, gave values lying in the range -79 to -69 db, with an average value close to -70 db.
Measurements were obtained at 25 kc and 60 kc, but no difference in scattering strength
between these two frequencies could be established.

The so-called deep-scattering layer has long been thought to be the dominant source of
volume scattering in the areas where It occurs, This layer has recently been restudied (10) by
means of an echo sounder lowered into the sea in order to observe the sound scatterers at
short ranges. Individual scatterers were made visible in this way. On one occasion individual
scatterers, presumably fish, were observed to rise at a rate of about 15 ft per minute and to
have an estimated density of one scatterer for each 650 cubic meters within the layer. A
camera also was used along with the echo sounder to obtain simultaneous acoustic and photo-
graphic records; this experiment showed a correlation between pictures of individual fish and
the occurrence of strong echoes. A layer of scatterers, presumably biological, has also been
observed In the North Sea, just at the top of a strong thermocline at a depth of 15 fathoms (11).
The existence of a strong scattering layer near the thermocline has also been indicated In
LORAD reverberation studies conducted in the Pacific during periods of severe convergent
zone reverberation (7). It is of interest to note a suggested correlation of the variation of
reverberation level observed from the convergent zone with biological activity or specific
diatom prodtictivity (6).

The most thorough recent investigation of volume reverberation appears to have been
made by Westinghouse (12, 13, 14) by means of two transducers mounted on the bow of a sub-
marine. The use of short pulse lengths (0.3 ma at 60 kc) and the recording and subsequent
analysis of the back return permitted a detailed study of the back scattering within a small
distance Immediately in front of the submarine (within 30 ft from the bow). Individual discrete
echoes within this volume were found to comprise the bulk of the reverberation. These indi-
vidual scatterers had target strengths ranging from -58 to -82 db, with a mean value of -63 db,
and had a density of 0.45 scatterer per cubic yard for scatterers within this range of size. The
target strength per scatterer was observed to increase with depth down to 380 ft by factors of
2 to 8, while the density of scatterers decrease-d-witepth by factors of 5 to 25 between 80 and
380 ft. The product of these two factors, determinngn the reverberation power, tended to
decrease with depth, although coniid ,ijle variations from a mean value were observed at any
one depth. Apparently at least some of the scatterers were fish since their acoustic size agrees
roughly with the target strengths measured by others for single fish, and because many of them
had a proper motion of their own of the order of 0.1 knot.

SURFACE REVERBERATION

Only inconclusive data taken during World War 11 could be included in the summary at its
original writing (1). Since that time much quantitative information on sea-surface scattering
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has been obtained. Extensive measurements at kilocycle frequencies were made by the three
laboratories (NOTS, APL, and ORL) participating in the Acoustics of the Medium program (2).
Both NOTS and ORL employed a tiltable pair of transducers (one transmitting, the other
receiving) so as to observe the return of a short pulse from the surface as a function of the
angle between the incident direction and the horizontal, while APL used nondirectional trans-
ducers which gave a variation of angle during each ping.

Possibly the most systematic measurements of sea-surface back-scattering strength as a
function of angle are those of ORL, made off Key West, Fla. (15, 16). Figure 1 shows smooth
curves of the variation of scattering strength with grazing angle at 60 kc for a number of wind
speeds, together with the data points from which the curves were drawn. Although consider-
able scatter is evident in the data of this figure, the average deviation from the curves of a data
point involving 10 or more pings was only 3 db. The peculiar shape of these curves suggests
that there are different processes causing scattering in different ranges of grating angle. It
has been suggested (17) that near normal incidence specular reflection from wave facets is the
dominant source of back scattering, while at intermediate angles, roughness irregularities are
important. At low angles, a layer of scatters just beneath the surface was proposed as an
important cause of back scattering at moderate and high wind speeds. Evidence in favor of this
latter hypothesis was provided by observations of the acoustic return at normal Incidence;
oscilloscope photographs of surface-reflected pulses showed a "forerunner" arriving ahead of
the main surface return whenever the wind speed was 10 knots or more (18).

An essentially similar type of measurement was made by NOTS (8) in Pacific Ocean
coastal waters. Figure 2 is a summary of a large number of NOTS measurements of surface
scatterings plotted against wind speed in knots. Each plotted point is an average of all 60-kc
measurements at angles between 15 and 50 degrees plotted at the average wind speed of the
group. Although this data, together with that of the previous figure, show an increase of
scattering with wind speed, the results for the same wind speed are not entirely concordant,
possibly because of the different ocean areas involved. Finally, APL has investigated the
dependence of scattering on the roughness of the surface in Dabob Bay in Puget Sound,
Washington (19), with the result shown in Fig. 3.

In order to determine the dependence of sea-surface scattering on frequency, N'TS has
made measurements (8-20) at frequencies of 31,5, 60, and 100 kc. while ORL (0) compared
those at 25 kc and 60 kc. The NOrS data indicated no significant difference in scattering
strgti, flor thcse three frPquencies; on the other hand, the ORL results suggested that the
scattering strength at 60 kc is 4.5 db higher than at 25 kc. Again the discrepancy may not be
entirely observational, but may represent different sea-surface conditions at the time and
place the observations are made.

One final variable affecting sea-surface reverberation is the direction relative to the wind.
By analogy with the "sea-clutter" of radar, one would expect to find higher scattering looking
against the wind than looking with the wind. However, neither the MOTS nor the ORL investiga-
tions were able to confirm an effect of this kind; under the conditions prevailing for these
measurements, no appreciable difference in scattering in directions with and against the wind
could be established. Thus, although the acoustic measurements involved wavelengths closely
similar to those used in radar, there appear (18) to be only general similarities between sonar
reverberation and radar sea clutter at the same wavelength, probably because of essential
differences in the scattering processes in the two cases.

The instantanepout a•plitud& of reverberation ham long been known from theory and experi-
ment to be Rayleigh-distributed (1, 21, 22), and a number of recent findings tend to confirm this
result. In the NOTS work briefly described above (8), the reverberation amplitude at an arbi-
trary Instant after the emission of the ping was found to fit a Rayleigh distribution reasonably
well for groups of 50 pure-tone pings for all three types of reverberation (surface, bottom, and
volume); however, the fit to a Rayleigh distribution for the "noise" pings was not as good. In
other measurements by NOL (23), an approximate agreement with a Rayleigh distribution also
was observed for surface back-scattering at normal incidence by means of bottom-mounted
transducers at 55, 110, 270, and 470 kc. However, the occurrence of large amplitudes was
found to be less frequent than expected-an effect which was said to indicate the presence of
only a small number of effective surface scatterers. Similarly, for bottom reverberation, an
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Fig. 2, Surface-scattering strength vs wind speed. Average values
over grazing angles of 15 to 50 degrees. (NOTS data, Ref. 8)
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Fig. 3. Surface-scattering strength as a function of wave height in Dabob Bay in the
rarne of grazing angles of 5 to 10 degrcee. (API. data, Ref. 19)

NEL study (24) has demonstrated anew the validity of the Rayleigh distribution for the rever-
beration envelope and shown that the inte-rval-maximum method of measuring reverberation-
where the peak of the envelope is read within successive fixed intervals-is the easiest, least
variable, and most realistic method of determining revwrbu ration levels, inasmuch as con-
version factors to redIuce• uch readings to mean re verbe ration levels are available (25).

The practical nntn.ri.st in the back-sattering coefficient iti that, together with certain
r~slro.Ile.~tal p:CrAers, Iteit de-erlinis the•f hapf. anud level of the surface reverberation to be
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expected in any specified situation. An actual computation of surface reverberation, however,
turns out to be tediously difficult because of the complications created by transducer direc-
tionality in the vertical plane and by the refraction of the water medium. The latter effect has
been the subject of a separate mathematical study leading to methods suitable for use on a
large computer (26). However, for some needs an exact computation is unnecessary and may
indeed be impractical. Here some simple methods for the computation of surface, bottom, and
vdhime reverberation may be of value (27).

In high-power, low-frequency echo-ranging, surface reverberation might be expected to be
the principal source of 'be return from the convergence zones although scattering layers and
other phenomena can be important under certain conditions* (6, 7) and may account for some
observed convergent zone reverberation levels which are 15 or 20 db above normal average
values. Some measurements of convergence zone reverberation have been reported by NEL (4)
at 580 and 1030 cps. The investigators used an essentially nondirectional sound projector for
Which the reverberating area can be considered to be a circular annulus approximately a mile
in width and lying at a distance of about 30 miles from the source. Measurements of both the
level and bandwidth of the reverberation from the convergence zone annulus were obtained.
The reverberation spectrum for pings several seconds long was found to be only about 1 cps or
less per kilocycle in a zero sea state and to widen with increasing sea state in a manner con-
sistent with the belief that the velocity of the surface scatterers was the principal source of the
spectral widening. The finite width of the convergence zone is reliected in the observation that
the reverberation increases with plnglength only up to a pinglength of 4 seconds in sea state 4
and I second in sea state 2, with no increase beyond. The "standard" reverberation level
(referred to the projector source level at I yard) was -123 db for sea state zero, with an
increase of 2 db per unit of sea state; no significant difference between the levels at the two
frequencies could be established (4).

BOTTOM REVERBERATION

A limited number of bottom-reverberation measurements were made in the Acoustics of
the Medium program by the same techniques as those used for the study of surface scattering.
Data on bottom scattering obtained by NOTS in this program (8) appear to be in disagreement
with older data on the bottom-scattering coefficient, in that there is an absence of any depend-
ence on angle between 5 and 55 degrees for bottoms of sand-clay and fine sand, while the values
of scattering strength obtained (generally -30 to -40 db) are small. ORL data (9) on sand bot-
toms in the area of Newport, Rhode Island, and on coral rock and mud bottoms off Key West,
Florida, appear to be essentially similar to data on similar bottoms summarized earlier (1).
However, for a given type of bottom the scatter of reported data is such that it is not yet pos-
sible to estimate a reverberation or coefficient to much better than 10 db. One attempt to
rationalize the various measurements that have been made in the past is shown in Fig. 4, where
the regions containing most (though by no means all) the published data on scattering versus
grazing angle are indicated for the three principal types of bottom (27). The scatter of the
various available measurements confirms the belief that the bottom contour, or roughness, is
a more important factor than bottom type in determining the back scattering of sound from the
bottom.

The Brltisf have made extensive field and laboratory m,.asuremnnts that throw a great
deal of light on the scattering behavior of bottom materials (28, 29). Figure 5 shows the results
of measurements on smooth and rough sand and "shingle" in a laboratory tank in which a tiltable
35-kc transducer was used. The variation of back scattering is roughly as the square of the
grazing angle, a behavior that had previously been observed at higher frequencies. Although the
effect of roughening the surface was found to be smali in the case of shingle, a roughened sur-
face raised the scattering from sand by about 10 db, The scattering from a rough sand, a
snooth bhingle, and a rough shingle is approximatFly the same,. These results lend credence
to the vi-w that the scattering proc,.ss is a surface phenomenon without any ponetration of the
roottom material--as there- war; no difference In scatt4rioi, from sauid iaye rs ranging from 0.5 to
3 inche-s in thickness.
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Data on bottom back-scattering coef-
ficient has also been obtained by DRL, 0-
University of Texas, at several locations
(30. 31). In measurements off Panama
City, Fla. (30), made at 12.5, 30, 69, 100,
and 180 kc, with grating angles from 5o to -

60', the variation with grazing angle was
found to depend on the frequency. At the
lowest frequency the back scattering coef-
ficient was found to vary as the square of - -

the sine of the grazing angle, as the 3/2
power at 69 and 100 kc, and as the first •
power at 180 kc. Surprisingly, at angles -
above 25', the scattering coefficient I-

decreased with increasing angle, especially z-15 ....

at the two lowest frequencies. The coef- cc
ficlents themselves, at a grazing angle of
10', in terms of back-scattering strength,
ranged from a value of-49 db at 12.5 ke to Z-o- - - .I
a value of -33 db at 180 kc.E

The DRL group has also conducted •" ":'
model studies of back-scattering from -25 -
water-filled sands (32). They found that
these, .like other model studies of scatter-
ing, tend to predict lower scattering
strengths than those observed in the field, - %0

undoubtedly because of the dominance of
surface roughness as the scattering phe-
nomena in the field. Again reviewing the
av~ilable data, they concluded that the
dependence of the scattering strength on -35 -

frequency is smaller in the field than
idealized laboratory experiments would
predict, although the reason for this is not
clear (32). 10o 2 10 40 50 10o TO 0o 0

Although most determinations of bot- GRAZING ANGLE

tom coefficient have been made in Mhallow Fg, 4. Estinmated approximate ' a r i a t i o n of

water, at least one measurement of the bottom-scatlvring 5trength with grazing angle,

back scattering of the deep sea bottom has based on various publhsheddata, (FroniRef. 27)
been published (5). By means of a nondi-
rectional sound source and receiver at 530
and 1030 cps, the bottom reverberation
coefficient in 2100-fathom water was found to be proportional to the square of the sine of the

grazing angle (Lambert's law) and to show no significant difference between the two frequen-

cies. If s. is the scattering strength and ; the grazing angle, the measured data for very soft

mud over the range 300 to 90" were found to obey the rlation.

S, -27 10 lov, .i'uu
2

,

where -27 db is th• scattering strength at normal incidence. Figure 6 copied from this report

is a summary of a number of determinations of scattering strengths of muds, silts, and fine

sands, reduced to normal incidence through assuming that the above relationship applies.

Although considerable scatter still remains in the data, there is a suggestion that some degree

of concordance to the miscellaneous measurements previously reported is achieved by reduc-
ing the data in this way.

The scattering of sound from the bottom in nounbackward directions-corresponding tc

nonreciprocal target strengths-has bawn inviitigatid through the uSe of a separate sourcV And
CON FIDENTI AL
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Fig. 5, Variation of back scattering at 35 kc Fig. 6. Bottom back-scattering strength vs

from bottom materials with angle for 2 frequency as compiled in Ref. 5
degrees of roughness. The "seanrd" pa•rticles NEL data (deep water)
had an average diameter of 0.06 cm; the British data, Ref. 28
"shingle" particles, 0.4 cm. The "rough" NDRC data, Ref. 21, pp. 316, 319
surfaces had roughneases 2 to Z.5 inches deep NIRL data, Ref. 33
spaced 7 to 14 inches apart. (Ref. 29) DRL data, Ref. 34

NEL data, 1954, Ref. 35

receiver (36). At a frequency of 92 kc, no appreciable difference between the scattering in the
direction back toward the source (0) and the scattering in other directions (230 to 55° from
this direction) could be established. Thus, at the particular location inside San Diego harbor,
the bottom appeared in these measurements to be a substantially nondirectional isotropic
Scatterer of sound. However, other bottoms, especially those bearing regular ripple marks or
sand waves, may be suspected to exhibit strong directional effects when viewed in different
directions.

MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS

Concerning the important subject of the frequency opread of reverberation, a few additional
studies of this matter have been made in recent years. An investigation of the spectrum of CW
reverberation, previously conducted at 60 kc and mentioned on page 12 in the earlier summary
(1), has been extended to frequencies of 85, 100, and 150 kc (37). In these experiments both the
peak level and frequency spread were found to increase with frequency, with the peak level of
the reverberation increasing at a rate of 5 db per octave and the spectral width at the 6-db
down points increasing from 0.052 cps/kc/knot at 60 kc to 0.064 cps/kc/knots at 100 kc. The
measurements were made aboard a submarine at various depths and over a range of speeds
between 6 and 12 knots; the data represent a mixture of surface and volume reverberation. The
reverberation at 150 ke was found, in these measurements, to be considerably lower than the
reverberation at the lower frequencies, although this effect could not be positively established
as being real. Some of the theory and results of this program of measurement of c-w rever-
bh,.•,io.. h'ih " ,nc-lipA ]ifprature (38. 39). However, this Westinghouse
study of reverberation at short ranges immediately in front of a moving submarine (iz) gave
clear evidence that a submarine imparts a forward motion to the water Just in front of its bow.
A frequency analysis of the reverberation recorded immediately after the emission of a short
(0.3-mu) ping showed that the motion Imparted by a 5-knot submakine to the water in front of it
was about 0.5 knot at a distance of three feet from the bow and extended out as far as 26 feet.
Beyond this range, where the water and its included scatterers were unaffected by the sub-
marine motion, the spread of the volume reverberation at a frequency of 60 kc was less than
5 cps at the 3-db down points. Inside this range, where the bulk of the reverberation in active
c-w systems originates, the reverberation spectrum was found to be broader, with its peak
shifted slightly downward in frequency. Because of this, the spectrum of the reverberation
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observed with such systems, illustrated in Fig. 8 of the earlier Reverberation summary (1),
does not represent the spectrum of reverberation arising at a longer range.

It is clear of course that the reverberation spectrum is significant only for c-w transmis-
sion or for long pulses; for short pulses, the bandwidth inherent in the pulse dominates the
spectral bandwidth of the reverberation itself. Under these conditions, which applied to some
British experiments with a short pulse 100-kc Asdic (40), the frequency spectrum of the rever-
beration does not depart greatly from that of the pulse itself.

The interest in long-range echo ranging in recent years has resulted in a number of
determinations of the fall-off, or decay, of reverberation with ranges or time under different
conditions. For example, during tests of an NRL submarine-mounted 10-kc directional sonar
(41), the reverberation decay in the siurface sound channel was found to be 9 db per distance
doubled, or like -30 log R; at longer distances, the decay in the interval corresponding to the
ranges R1 and R 2 could be fitted by the expression

10 log ! 2 o 2 ) (R1 - R

where the first term represents cylindrical spreading and the second term represents the
effects of absorption (0 ,) plus a residual attenuation (a,) probably due to leakage out of the
channel. For three cases, ak was measured to be 0.17, 0.21, and 0.22 when the pulse length
was 1 second. Experiments by USL .(42) have utilized explosive sources to provide infc-mation
on reverberation as a function of time and frequency. Near 100 cps the decay of reverberation
in the'interval of I to 15 seconds was found to be approximately 6 db per time doubled in shal-
low water (less than 500 ft) and 12 db per time doubled in deep water, corresponding to cylin-
drical and spherical spreading, respectively. Near 10 kc, the corresponding figures were 15
and 13, respectively, representing the added attenuation produced by the presence of the bot-
tom and by absorption. NEL experiments (5) showed that the reverberation from a ping in
deep (2100-fathom) water at times immediately following the first return of sound from the
bottom (between 5 and 10 seconds) could be fitted by an analytical expression based on simple
geometrical considerations; in these experiments the effect of surface-image interference was
plainly manifested by regular variations of a few db in the reverberation decay. For shallow
water NEL has found a theory, based on ray methods for calculation of long-range bottom
reverberation, which gives good agreement with experiment when a sine squared dependence of
scattering strength (Lambert's Law) is assumed rather than omnidirectional scattering (43).
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